
8week Art Workshops 2019-2020 
 
Age range: Middle School, High School, and beyond  
(Adults are welcome to take these workshops, too!) 
 
Instructor: Dustin Goolsby 
E-mail: dustin.classsource@gmail.com 
 
QUARTER 1: 
Cartoon & Caricature: Simple Lines & Funny Faces 
Cartooning is all about simple lines and learning how to put them together. Learn the basics to 
create your own characters and backgrounds as well as exploring a few cartooning styles. Finish off 
with the slightly more difficult world of caricature. Here we will learn how to exaggerate the facial 
features to give us something to laugh about.  
 
QUARTER 2: 
Digital Art: Awesome Art Without the Mess 
Drawing, painting, and sculpting can be quite messy but rewarding. In digital art, get the reward 
without all the hassle of graphite, paint, and clay. Learn to use technology you may already have to 
make wonderful art or possibly hone a skill set that can help you make some money 
 
QUARTER 3: 
Photography: How to Shoot People* and other Things 
*Pictures people, NOT GUNS! Shooting pictures! In this workshop learn camera basics. After 
understanding terms and gear we will learn through experience how to take better photography and 
better utilize a tool we probably already carry around with us everywhere.  
 
QUARTER 4: 
Word Art: Hand Lettering, Typography, Calligraphy, and Fine Art Graffitti  
A picture’s worth a thousand words, but what if our words were as pretty as a picture too!? Learn to 
make your chicken scratch into a golden egg with this class all about the basics of creating your own 
lettering. Whether by hand or digital this class will allow your words to be a work of art.  
 
 
 
 
 
Drawing Basics 
Description 
Back to the drawing board. Learn the basic skills needed to sketch and draw either from life or from 
photo references. Going over exercises that sharpen skills you already know just by knowing how to 
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write your name. With a few types of lines and some shading knowledge you’ll be drawing a crowd 
before you know it! 
 
Painting Basics 
Description 
Bob Ross makes painting look so easy huh? Ever tried it? Oh sure!, go to painting with a twist and 
sit around and drink booze* and then claim its way to difficult to control the brush. Sober up with this 
class that goes back to the beginning and teaches the basics of color choices, brush control, and 
simple techniques to make your previous muddy messes into masterfull masterpieces, or closer to it 
at least. 
 
 
 


